Logitech® Freedom 2.4™ Cordless Joystick

2.4GHz Cordless • Mac • PC • Twist Handle • USB

Have fun. Play on. Get the cordless joystick that lets you concentrate on winning. Logitech Freedom 2.4... No lag. No cables. No problem.

Enjoy the performance of a cored joystick... without the cord. With the strength of the 2.4GHz cordless technology found in today's best cordless phones, you can stop being limited and start stretching out. We've also added a wealth of buttons and features on the Logitech Freedom 2.4 to give you all the control you need for flight sims, racers, and mech games. Plus, its cool design—featuring brushed aluminum and metal highlights—makes winning look oh so good.

- Have complete freedom of movement during—and after—gaming.
- Get all the control you need: 10 programmable buttons including a durable metal trigger, eight-way hat switch, twist handle, and a precise throttle.
- Enjoy long battery life with efficient power management.

Experience the Freedom, Eliminate the Clutter

- Have complete freedom of movement during gaming with cordless technology. Logitech 2.4GHz cordless technology delivers top gaming performance plus a 20-foot range. There is no lag (latency). You get the full performance of corded controllers, without the hassle of a cord.
- Ten programmable buttons, eight-way hat switch and a precision throttle. That's a pretty serious complement of controls. But not so many that you need an advanced course in mnemonics to keep track of what they all do. It's all about responsiveness and professional control.
- Comfortable stick with intuitive button placement. Don't let discomfort cramp your style. Our famous joystick grips and button orientation let you hunt down all the bad guys, dispatch them efficiently, and still have the dexterity to quickly type taunts explaining exactly how good you are.
- Turn on a dime with precise twist-handle rudder control. Whether your plane is a delightful touring craft or something more lethal, you need to be in complete control. There should be no wrong turns with Logitech twist-handle technology.
- 50+ hours of game play with 3 AA batteries (included)
- One-year warranty
Logitech Profiler software for PC & Mac

- **Customize button functionality**
  Every game is different, and so is every gamer. We know that. So we provide this versatile software that allows you to have things your way.

- **"Double" the number of buttons with the shift-button**
  Are you a control freak? We are too. Enable the shift button functionality to turn all those buttons and hat switch functions into twice as many.

- **Quickly switch between game controllers**
  Fly your plane, drive your car, and then kick the ball around without being frustrated by controller configuration. Our software lets you easily manage and switch between your Logitech game controllers.

- **Includes profiles for hundreds of popular PC & Mac games**
  We're quite sure that you know exactly how you want to set up your controller for your favorite games. But just in case, we've thrown in a few hundred of our favorite configurations.

- **Easily download new game profiles**
  As if the profiles we ship with the controller weren't enough.

- **Print out profiles for quick reference**
  We hate losing buttons. So we like to print out our game configurations for quick reference.

**PC System Requirements**

- PC with 166 MHz or faster Intel Pentium® or compatible AMD® processor
- 64 MB RAM
- 20 MB available hard disk space
- CD-ROM drive
- USB port or game port
- Windows® 98, 2000, Me, or XP

**Macintosh® System Requirements:**

- Macintosh with USB port
- 64 MB RAM
- 20 MB available hard disk space
- CD-ROM drive
- Macintosh OS 8.6 and Input Sprockets 1.7 (not included) or higher